
As part of their commitment to becoming a climate neutral 
organisation by 2025, Warwickshire County Council’s 
Highways Department, in partnership with Balfour Beatty 
Living Places, recently carried out a series of trials with a new 
type of liquid rubber road repair material that has reduced 
the carbon footprint of their pothole repairs by >90%.

The trial for this case study took place in a residential estate 
off Old Budbrooke Road and included a broad array of patch, 
crack, pothole, kerb channel, gully, manhole and alligator 
cracking repairs totalling 220m² that were scheduled for 
completion prior to a surface dressing programme due to 
take place later in the year.

Roadmender Mastic Rubber Case Study

Location: The Warwicks Estate, Warwickshire 
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with Roadmender Asphalt

Compared to traditional Inlaid Repairs that would have 
ordinarily taken 1 week to complete, the project was finished 
in just 2 days with material movement and waste reduced 
from 66 tons, down to just 2.1 tons of Mastic Rubber being 
used, with zero excavated waste or wasted material.

The massive reduction in material movement and waste, with 
no need for saw cutting or jack hammering equipment also 
led to a significant reduction in both noise, vehicle movement 
and disruption to the public.

The fact the works were carried out using carbon negative 
materials containing 9 end-of-life waste tyres recycled into 
every ton also went down very well with numerous residents 
that stopped by to inspect the work as it was being carried 
out.  
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       Over 2 days, the project 
delivered a 93% reduction 
in carbon footprint, saving 
5,353kg of C02e. 

       The ability to target 
repairs where appropriate 
also led to a substantial 
reduction in costs compared 
to traditional inlaid patching.
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As part of the trials, a further 200m² of patch repairs were 
carried out along a 1 mile stretch of the A51 Tamworth Road.

As a busy A Road running through a residential community 
that was scheduled for surface dressing in the summer, 
the Council’s primary goal was to opt for a cost effective, 
sustainable solution that would eliminate the need for a full 
road closure while keeping time on site, road occupation and 
traffic management to a minimum.

By selecting the use of Mastic Rubber repairs, material 
movement for the project was reduced from 60 tons, down 
to just 2 tons of Mastic being used, with zero excavated 
waste or wasted material. 

This enabled the project to be carried out on a single lane 
closure with minimal disruption to the public while reducing 
time on site from 5 days down to just 1.5 days.

Following 6 months in service throughout the winter, all the 
patches have been monitored and are performing well.
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Tamworth Road

The Challenge

The Solution

Carbon Savings
While traditional inlaid repairs to the 2 patches pictured 
opposite and below would have taken 2 days and burned 
through fossil fuels equivalent to incinerating 91 end-of-
life tyres; the Council’s decision to switch to Mastic Rubber 
repairs enabled these patches to be carried out in under 2 
hours, lowering the carbon footprint by 98% in the process.
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